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TOP PRO HYPERTECH 
BOXING GLOVES 16oz

Advanced construction for Better 
performance.

Triple density foam for enhanced 
shock absorption.

Designed mold to give long-
lasting hand protection.

Large Velcro closure with elastic 
for a customized fit.

Reinforced palm for increased 
safety to the hand.

Designed attached thumb for 
extra protection.

Super Diamond Mesh to channel 
cool air flow.

Mesh panel assists in quick dry 
after use.

comes in red and blue trim.

€55
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Made from 100%% top quality cowhide 
leather with a Retro finish for that extra 
special look.

includes extra padding for ultimate 
protection. Special dual cross Velcro 
closure for supreme wrist support.

blue or red

sting vixen
training gloves

€15

large velcro wrist cutoff fastner

A new unique designed foam 
knuckle.

Closed Cell Injection Memory Foam.

Attached thumb for safety 
protection.

gloves

€85

top pro 
high performance

Triple density foam for a better shock 
management

100% full attached Thumb

Reinforced palm for Muay Thai and 
Kickboxing

Large Velcro enclosure with elastic 
for a better adjustment

top pro performance
boxing gloves 16oz

€40



large velcro wrist cutoff 
fastner

A new unique designed foam 
knuckle.

Closed Cell Injection 
Memory Foam.

Attached thumb for safety 
protection.

comes in all black or black 
and white

-100pc high quality PU.

-Breathable interior mesh.

Triple density foam for 
better shock management, 
and top hand protection.

venum challenger 
2.0 boxing gloves 16oz

€50
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top pro
tornado

top pro
focus pads

€35

€35

Crafted of High Tec Synthetic 
Leather.

Designed wrist support for 
maximum striking power.

High density IMF foam padding for 
extra protection.

Technology ensures superior 
glove impact performance.

Design keeps the glove tight for 
max safety and stability.

Perfectly engineered for the most 
demanding MMA combat.#

comes in black or white

gloves



SBG TALLAGHT HOODY
BLACK

THE OFFICIAL HOODY OF SBG TALLAGHT, 
IRELAND.
COMES IN SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE, XL

THE OFFICIAL T SHIRT OF SBG TALLAGHT, 
IRELAND.

COMES IN;
SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE, XL, XXL

COLOURS AVAILABLE;
BLACK, RED, WHITE

€45

SBG TALLAGHT T-SHIRT €25
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apparel

hooligan script

hooligan luck of the irish

hooligan blend

hooligan extra strong

€30



comes in gold, blue, black, white, 
red black, green, orange, red white

venum rapid 
vale tudo

venum tatsu king 
dragon

€40

€50

The Venum Rapid Vale Tudo Shorts 
combines high quality fabric and an 
original design.

It was specifically designed to support 
you through your toughest fights. The 
compression material will ensure to 
keep your muscles optimal for improved 
performance all while maintaining 
ultimate comfort.

Anatomically cut, reinforced seams, 
and wide belt around the waist are all 
technical features that make the Venum 
Rapid Vale Tudo Shorts specific for you.
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venum
shorts

€50

Ultra lightweight microfiber fabric

Middle focus closure by Velcro & internal 
draw cords: better fit without shifting hazard 
during the movements

Lateral splits reinforced for a longer 
durability and a hard-wearing even against the 
most savage grips 

comes in black, white, orange
blue, green and camo.

shorts



For a light, comfortable and protective apparel to 
fit your BJJ training as well as No-Gi Grappling, the 
Venum Tropical Spats is the right piece for you.

Ideal for achieving all your athletic goals, the 
Venum Tropical Spats will allow you to enhance your 
performance without missing out on comfort.

Equipped with our Venum Compression Technology, 
the Tropical Spats will keep your muscles compressed 
throughout your most intense movements

venum tropical
 spats

venum contender
2.0 compression spats

venum fusion
compression spats

€55

spats
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SafeJawz fangz
BLACK, pink

shock doctor 
1.5

shock doctor 
1.5 twin pack

shock gel max

mo

goldie

ogre

shark €16

€12 €20 €20

mouthguards



venum challenger
shin guards

100 percent skintex leather

velcro enclosure

high density foam with additional 
padding across the shin and instep

lightweight

comes in medium, large and xl

in black or green

€65
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rucanor pro 
knee guards

top pro muay 
thai shinguard

twins special muay 
thai shinguards €90

€70

€18

shin guards



venum challenger 2.0 
headguard €65

The ultra-lightweight headgear 
made with Skintex Leather, improves 
better head movement and visibility 
of your opponent.

protecting the most sensitive areas 
of the head: temples, chin, and cheek.

Keep your head in the game and stay 
protected.

Skintex leather conception.

Ultra lightweight.

Triple density contoured foam to 
prevent cranial trauma.

Head, cheek, ear and chin 
protection.

Flexible two way Velcro closure.

One size fits all.

in black or white
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headgear

top pro full face
headguard

top pro club
 sparring headguard

top pro club
 boxing headguard

€70

€50

€45

Top Pro Sparring Head Guard

Velcro fastening strap for comfort

One size redesigned 
Full Protection model. 

Excellent three point 
anatomical safety fit. 

Velcro adjustable 
rear closure for 
comfit fit.

*Padded with light air cushion 
safety foam. 

Gel inserted for absobtion of 
impact

Velcro fastening chin and back 
straps



cleto reyes 
autograph boxing gloves

shoptagon is proud to 
be an official supplier 
of cleto reyes, the world 
renowned boxing equipment 
manufacturer.

contact shoptagon, in-
store or online to discuss 
our range of cleto reyes 
equipment.

Cleto Reyes Velcro 
Sparring Gloves 

These gloves are approved by all boxing 
associations and are the champions choice. 

Made from the best leather with the best 
quality stitching and laces available under 
stringent guidelines, Cleto Reyes have 
produced the ultimate boxing glove, with 
added water repellent lining to prevent 
moisture tainting the gloves. 

The lace-ups are worn by champions all over 
the world, produced in Mexico and are quite 
simply the best boxing glove in the world.
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cleto reyes

cleto reyes 
autograph boxing gloves

Cleto Reyes compression 
hand wraps

cleto reyes leather 
headguard

Get full coverage and comfortable wear with 
its rugged all-leather design. A solid face 
protection bar eases punches and strikes to 
the face while the lace-tie on top and hook-
and-loop on back provides a one-size-fits-most 
option.

This is the perfect headgear to use before 
fights or for athletes that want to train 
without the face contact.



Durable 550g heavy weight, polycotton 
suit made of double weave fabric to 
give you the edge in training and 
competition.

Reinforced collar provides added 
strength to a more readily stressed 
area, whilst also giving your opponent 
a more cumbersome grip.

All stitching is reinforced to make this 
a hard wearing suit. 

Heavy weight fabric, ideal for 
aggressive ground work. 

A classic, plain, design allowing you 
to personalise your own suit. Belt not 
included

KIDS LUTADOR BRAZILIAN 
JIU JITSU GI

€55
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jiu-jitsu

Its minimal and sober styling 
illustrates its extra-lightweight. 

With its 350gsm -gram per sq meter- 
pearl weave fabric, the Venum 
Contender Brazilian Jiu Jitsu Gi is 
the lightest Venum Gi available. 

The pants are made from a 100- high 
quality cotton.

available in black, blue and white.

Venum No Gi Series Approved by IBJJF - Built 
with major color and complete by at least 
10- of the rank -belt- to which the athlete 
belongs.

100- spandex fabric to fit perfectly on your 
torso leaving no grip for your opponent.

VENUM CONTENDER 
BJJ GI

VENUM nogi
rash guard

€95

€55



"The Original Potion" is the 
Arm Bar Company"s premier 
body wash formula designed 
for daily use after heavy 
training. 

Infused with local ground 
walnut shells, the original 
fungus"fighting "5"oil blend", 
and made without any 
Parabens or Sulfates, 

our special blend is 100" safe 
for even the most sensitive 
skin and formulated to keep 
you on the mat.

"THE ORIGINAL POTION" BJJ 
BODY WASH

arm bar soap company

€15
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the acai batchcoal coconut

cocoa

cornelius shampbroo peppermint

hawaiianmilk n honey

€8



venum 
small backpack €45

venum large backpack €95
Water and hard resistant polyester fabric.
-
Oversized zipped main compartment holds 

training gear and clothes.

Duffle zip pleat: Can be converted from a 
backpack to a duffle bag quickly.

-Hidden MP3 player pocket with a headphones 
opening.

-Insulated side cooler pocket & and side 
storage pocket.

-Upper micro-fleece pocket preventing from 
scratches on your mobile phone.
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bags

venum large duffle bag

venum 
shoulder bag

€65

€35



accessories

These Top Pro Straight Punchbags are made from 
100% 3G PU with a woven inner backing and are 
suitable for club and pro gyms. 

All top pro punch bags are battle tested by local 
Professional Boxing Gyms and are held to the 
highest quality standard. these punch bags will 
withstand a world of punishment.

available in;
4ft%   €150
5ft    €170 
6ft    €200

top pro
hand wraps

top pro boxing
punch bag

sting speed 
rope€10

€10
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 gift vouchers

Shopping for someone else but 
not sure what to give them? Give 
them the gift of choice with a 
SHOPTAGON LTD gift card.

available in 10, 20 and 50 euro. 

redeemable in store.

www.shoptagon . ie



Shoptagon Ltd 
1a Concorde Ind Estate,
Naas Road
Dublin 12
Ireland

Shoptagon Ltd 
SBG Glen Abbey Complex,
Belgard Road
Dublin 24
Ireland

w:  shoptagon.ie
t:   @shoptagon_
f:   facebook.com/shoptagonireland
e:  info@shoptagon.ie
p: +353 83 192 5203


